
Voted one of the Top Ten best motivational speakers in North America by
Meetings and Conventions Magazine, Allison Massari’s quintessential story of
courage and perseverance resonates with participants long after an event has
finished. Hailed as “life-changing” “riveting” “extraordinary” “bold” and “deeply
moving”, Allison instills the essential tools to quickly access grace and resilience
in the face of challenges. Through her unified work as an international keynote
speaker, executive coach, and acclaimed visual artist, Allison provides an
exceptional blend of business acuity, creative perspective, and genuine care -
profoundly affecting audiences worldwide.
Allison Massari has been recognized with esteemed speaking engagements,
including a main platform keynote at the 2013 Million Dollar Round Table
conference (audience of 8,600 from 75 countries), and a TedX event in Spain. She
has been featured on ABC, NBC, and FOX networks and stars in the award-winning
international documentary, Resolve (2015). In this film, hosted by the Head of
Special Forces for the US Military in Afghanistan, she teaches solutions to
overcome adversity and PTSD. Her diverse client list includes: GE Healthcare IT,
LPL Financial, Kaiser Permanente, PEI, Eli Lilly and Co., HIMSS/CHIME, Teva
Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd., Allscripts, and Siemens Healthcare. 
Allison found remarkable success, happiness, and an undeniable “fire” within after
overcoming two horrific car accidents that nearly took her life. In one, she was hit
at 60 mph, burned alive, conscious the entire time, and sustained severe burns on
over 50% of her body. She collectively spent hundreds of days in hospitals, doctors’
offices, and physical therapy centers, and learn...

Testimonials

Allison Massari

"The BEST keynote we have ever had!"

- 3M (CES Attendees).

“SO SO AMAZING Allison. Everyone loved it so much. I’m getting amazing
feedback. Thank you once again! We are so thankful for the experience working
with you!"

- Microsoft.
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<iframe src="https://player.vimeo.com/video/773204990?h=5a0ed34199&title=0&byline=0&portrait=0" width="640" height="360" frameborder="0" allow="autoplay; fullscreen; picture-in-picture" allowfullscreen></iframe>
<p><a href="https://vimeo.com/773204990">Allison Massari | Mastering the Art of Resilience  | 6 Minutes | Bureau Friendly</a> from <a href="https://vimeo.com/user10843051">Allison  Massari</a> on <a href="https://vimeo.com">Vimeo</a>.</p>
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